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CPUC Must Enable Rebates For Replacing Gas Appliances With Electric
Additional submitted attachment is included below.

This old
gas
space
heater
was in
the
guest
house.

1948 gas floor furnace in living room

Gas floor furnace now removed
The
guest
house
no
longer
uses
gas
heat

On April 2, 2019 we had the
fossil fuel gas heat
removed from our 1948
built house and guest
house. Since we have a PV
solar system that produces
more energy than we use,
and because of the existing
Climate Emergency, we
replaced our dirty fuel heat
with a ductless electric
heat pump heating and airconditioning system.
It cost us $14,500 out of
our savings but rising
annual temperatures now
requires air conditioning
here at the beach.
We deserved to get the
same $4,500 rebate for
replacing existing gas
furnaces with electric heat
pump space heaters that
SMUD customers get.

This is one of 4 wall units powered by our
36k condenser. Each is super energy
efficient.

This wall unit in the living room replaces a
dangerous gas floor furnace like so many
homes have

We want to get rid of all the gas appliances at our
house - the gas hot water heaters, the gas stove and
the gas clothes dryer, but we don’t have the money to
do so.
Yet the CO2 levels in the atmosphere and current
global temperatures demand that we decarbonize
immediately.
We are tired of hearing the lies and propaganda from
the for-profit fossil fuel gas industry who still calls their
product “clean air technology” and tells us they intend
to keep burning their polluting, climate-wrecking
product for decades to come.
Give us the rebates we need to Turn Off The Gas.
Our kid’s future depends on it.

